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PREFACE

On May 18th EST, the screening of my thesis film ends, but other things don’t. Thesis
paper, visa extension and some trivialities occupied every minute I have.

This past year was like crossword puzzle. What is worse, the problems didn’t arise
every week but every second. I have to remind myself to be efficient all the time to
prevent things from pilling up and becoming vicious circles. My character is
transformed during this processing - No tears, no complaints, there’s only calm mind
and poker face left. I wonder if I’ve become too apathetic to make my work creative.
Taoism, the Chinese ancient religious philosophy, says that Sages ‘later ’ themselves
a yet they comes first. They ‘outside’ themselves and yet they abide. I wish I could
achieve this balance sometime.

Rachel Foley and myself accomplished The Undertow. She is my classmate and
friend. We became partners since my first year. We cooperated to produce our first
short film BIRD BOY in the course of Production Process. She was the director and I
was the photographer. Fortunately, we both have patience and curiosity to
comprehend the other culture so that we get to know each other deeply and finally we
became friends. I am proud of being working with this honest girl to finish our thesis
film.
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I am grateful of my committee professor Peter Kiwitt. He was my first teacher when I
came to RIT. This enthusiastic professor encouraged me to finish my study. As he
said, we came here at the same time; we grow up together and we are his first
graduate students. I want to thank our photographer Troy Dobbertin, whose generous
help made our film possible. Thanks to our camera assistant and colorist Jaclyn
Pytlarz; we started cooperation since my two-quarter film, and her talent and wisdom
helped us a lot. Thanks to committee professor Anastasia Cerankosky. She permitted
us to photograph in her house though we might mess up her kitchen. Finally, Thanks
to my advisor Malcolm Spaull. He’s the one who guided me to do my puzzles. Script,
location, there were too many problems wouldn’t be solved without him. Thanks
again to these people. Because of you, The Undertow can be finished in time and be
shown with this quality.
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ABSTRACT

Seventeen-year-old high-school girl Jessa believes，after her final year of high school,
she can leave this small boring town to open up a new and bright life. She grew up in
a single family with her mother who is a restaurant service manager. Jessa’s mother,
Margit, was pregnant before she went to college. In order to raise the little Jessa,
Margit gave up studying in college. The only method Jessa can pay the tuition is
getting the scholarships for swimming. She thinks she can win one until she finds
herself pregnant. The baby’s father is Ethan; Jessa met him at a party. Following,
Jessa is benched by her coach because of drinking. Also, pregnancy makes her feel
weak. She receives an unofficial offer from Boston University, but it requires her to
keep the champion position to get full scholarship. And what’s worse, Margit is
overly optimistic and she is planning the celebration for Jessa, which only causes a
big fight between them.

Now, Jessa has to make a decision, give or take?
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ORIGIN

Personally, making the decision to show something about the abortion surgery as my
MFA thesis film, it is neither about feminism, nor about criticism, nor about
promoting any thoughts, in fact, I was just trying to figure out one thing. I don’t
understand why others treat people I care about like nothing. My partner Rachel,
because of her best friend’s experience, also has the same feeling.

About five years ago, it was an extremely hot summer. In a noisy fast-food restaurant,
I learned that a friend who grew up with me together was knocked up one year before;
and she took the abortion surgery. I still remember that day; remember how loudly I
was crying in that small restaurant. Other customers were all so surprise that turned
back staring at me. The friend I mentioned, QIU, is a gorgeous girl and a talented
artist. From junior high school, she already became the kind person who everyone
admired. At the same time, she was also the object envied by all the other girls. In the
first year of college, she met her boyfriend. Very quickly, she found her boyfriend
was cheating on her. Meanwhile, she confirmed that she was pregnant. Since her
proud personality, she didn’t beg her boyfriend to stay with her. All she needed is the
guy’s accompanying to get her through the abortion surgery. It was required by the
hospital. The guy told her he was scared. At last, she had to ask a random high school
classmate she was not familiar with to go to hospital with her together. The jealous
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mind of women drove this girl told everyone QIU was pregnant and she did abortion.

Afterwards, another friend of mine told me everything about QIU. QIU and I grew up
together; she knows me. If she told me what happened to her, I would fly to her city
and blow the coward to smithereens. Since her pride and my impulsiveness, I was the
last one to know all of this from another classmate. Until now, whenever I meet with
QIU, I have to pretend I don’t know anything. I think both of us can tell the changes
between us. We always try to avoid the most common girl-talk, such as boyfriend and
marriage. Some people think, after the surgery, the new life is coming. Actually, after
that, the never-ending battle just starts; that means in the rest of their lives, they will
be shadowed by the never born baby.

About a year ago, my mother had an abortion surgery. The reason was that the baby’s
congenital disability. After the surgery, she went home to have a nap. Then she had a
dream. In this dream, a little boy sat in the sofa and stared at her with no expression.
The little boy was wearing her favorite hat. My mother said, the little boy had the
same eyes as me. Following, I went back to China from the United States for summer
break. A lot of nights, I kept having the same dream. In my dream, the little boy was
yelling at me. Then I woke up at midnight. There is a Buddhist saying that if a baby is
killed before birth, it haunts the world, and it is unable to be reincarnated.
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After that, I realized that the hurt and pain from an abortion is far beyond people’s
imagination, especially than those who’s never experienced the same situation.

Rachel and I wanted to explore a coming of age story for a new generation of women.
Young girls today often find themselves in more mature situations than most people
would like to acknowledge. Through this film we hope to investigate the portrayal of
pregnancy and abortion in the lives of young adults, as well as in film. We would like
to stress the importance of healing in these situations, whether that is from time,
people, or humor. From our research we have found that mainstream films rarely end
with a woman actually receiving an abortion, and if they do the consequences seem
utterly negative. In the U.S. alone there are 1.3 million abortions each year, leaving 1
in 3 women to have received one by the time they reach 45. These numbers confirm
that the topic should be far from taboo. Our process thus far has been talking with
those we know who have undergone these experiences and how they feel about their
decisions. From our discussions we have decided that we would like to bring some
comedy into this dark matter and explore the nature of it.
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PRE-PRODUCTION

-Division of Labor

Rachel Foley - Will be dealing with story and actors. This will include rehearsing and
communicating with talent in rehearsals and on set. She will be writing the story and
keeping the film cohesive and transmitting the message of the film.

Tsing/Xiaoqing Yue - Will be dealing with all of the visual elements. This will
include production design and the overall look of the film. I will be concerned with
camera, set dressing, wardrobe, props, etc. I will be communicating with the director
of photography and achieving the ultimate look of the film.

-Budget

Rachel and I afford the thesis budget each a half. Similarly, our income is from two
sources. One is the wages from jobs and internships during summer break and on the
other hand are the support from our parents. As shown in the following is our initial
budget plan. Red mark means the cost beyond the plan of this project, and green mark
means lower. Also, the final version of my thesis is 20 minutes. Obviously, totally, we
are beyond the original budget overall. Here are the main reasons: first, since were not
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satisfied with the footages we had shot; we reshoot more than half of the script;
Second, because of the influence of the weather, shooting schedule was postponed
and got longer. Thus, all costs increased; third, as the Production & Art designer of
this film, in the pursuit of perfecting artistic needs, I completely ignored the cost
control. Although we are quite satisfied with the final quality of the film, cost control
would have to be concerned and executed much better if I ever get to work in the real
film industry.

ORIGIANL BUDGET
Project: JESSA
A 15-minute Fiction
Pre-Production
Item
Story & Treatment
Storyboards
Breakdown Sheets
Production Design
Props
Set Dressing
Makeup Supplies
Costumes

Insurance
Office Supplies
Production
Item
Camera Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Grip Equipment
Sound Equipment
Expendables
	
  

Description

Fee ($)
0

Pencils, sketch papers
0
Pencils, sketch papers
Could be lower since
returning policy
Could be lower since
returning policy
School uniforms, etc.
Could be lower since
returning policy
Could be lower or free
Pen, papers, etc.
5
Description
HD 4.3” monitor
Handheld
Gels, tapes, etc.

Fee ($)
15/week

Quantity
1
2+
0
1
20+

Actual ($)
0
20
0
10
200

20+

200

5
5+

150
100

10

50
50

Quantity
12

Actual ($)
180
0
100
0
100
8	
  

Actors
Extras
Crew & Cast Meals
Traveling
Could be free
Gifts
Locations
Could be lower or free
Miscellaneous Expense
Post-Production
Item
Description
Composer
Music Rights
Sound Effects
Post Supplies
Advertising
DVDs
Festival Fee
Student Festival
Project Budget Total: 3005

0
0
480
100
50
500
200

40/day

12

5

10

Fee ($)
150
0
7
100

Quantity
1
0
5
1

Actual ($)
150
0
35
100

30
40

15PK
5

30
200

-Treatment & Script

Initially, when we started to work on the story structure, the main storyline was the
protagonist who is struggling between going to college with keeping the baby. There
were two parallel secondary story lines. One of them is about the friendship between
several girls who grow up together; the other one is the process of protagonist
learning in love and gaining self-perfection. Very soon, we knew that this structure
was too completed that it could only be done as a feature. So it was the first time that
we decided to cut the story.

After this, we established the lead character JESSA would be a swimmer, who
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believes that going to college is the only way to be successful in life. However, due to
her family income, she must get a full scholarship to afford all costs in college.
Supporting characters include Jessa’s boyfriend ETHAN, Jessa’s best friend
HEATHER who comes from an equal family with Jessa, Jessa’s little sister PHYE
and rich girl SUTTON, who is the girl Jessa knows at the stable where Jessa works.

Ethan always appears as a childish nerd. Jessa hesitates not only about if she should
take the surgery, but also if she should continue the relationship with Ethan. By the
end, Ethan decides to give up everything and go to Africa as a volunteer. Before he
leaves, he calls Jessa again. Jessa realizes that this seemingly careless boyfriend
remember all her little tiny habits. Jessa doesn’t tell Ethan that she is pregnant.

About character Heather, we kept the design.

Jessa’s sister Rhye is where character MARGIT, Jessa’s mother, comes from. Margit
preferred to be a single mother rather than go to college. We thought that building a
more fatalistic character, Jessa’s mother Margit, who was also pregnant in high school
would be better that just creating a mature little sister for humor.

Character Sutton is not particularly different with what we have right now. She is
seemingly distant but has a soft side and is more mature than other kids at the same
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age with her. Although she is a freshman of a top university, her life is still full of
doubts. Considering the time, budget and the possibility of shooting, we simplified
her story.

Finally, we finished the locked-story structure. Although it looks like a much simpler
one than the original story, this structure can show the whole story leisurely in the 20
minutes time frame, and presents the struggle of characters to audiences. It makes the
story more believable.

-Crew

Screenplay by Monzerrat Lozano
Director of Photography Troy Dobbertin
Edited by Zachary Wilpon
Assistant Camera - Jaclyn Pytlarz / Kathryn Annis
Colorist Jaclyn Pytlarz
Visual Artist - Xiaoyu Liu

-Casting

For this film, we auditioned about 40 people in total, which ultimately determined the
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final cast.

Iliana Garcia as Jessa
Amanda Walter as Heather
Bella McGrath as Sutton
Marcy Savastano as Margit
Jonathan Mushock as Ethan
Kenton Cummings as Ralph
Bennett Prosser as Aubrey

-Location

We were lucky in getting location. For the swimming pool, we paid for the lifeguards.
And with good communication we signed other locations without too many
difficulties.

-Production Design Concept

•
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PRODUCTION PROCESS

-Workflow on Set

Usually, if it is necessary, I will go to the location to build up the art before the
shooting day. For example, the protagonist’s bedroom cost two days to finish. In
general, I would be on set half or one hour earlier than other crew members making
sure arts are ready to go before the shoot. Generally, actors always arrive at the
location at the same time with crew. Rachel would rehearsal with them first. When I
am done with location set up, I will prepare clothing and make up for actors. At the
same time, Troy would be guiding other crew to set up camera, lighting and other grip
stuff. After actors changing clothes and finishing make up, we will rehearse with
camera couple times before the real shot. Every time, we three wouldn’t communicate
too much before filming, but we were all very clear about our jobs and the work
efficiency was always very high.

-Directing

Mainly, directing was Rachel’s work. Her major was theatre acting in her undergrad,
so I absolutely believe her in directing. Also, she always discussed with me to see if
we were both happy with the presented result. The most impressive scene for me is
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the clinic scene. Jessa is waiting at the outside of the operation room; her tears run out
unconsciously. We wanted a dolly in shot for this scene. In order to keep the actress’s
mood being coherent, we didn’t say cut for this shot; we just asked everyone to go
back to the first position and we repeated four times. At the beginning, crew didn’t
understand why we did this, but when we watched the playback together, every one
could tell the obvious difference from each time. The actress was getting better and
better. When Rachel called “cut” at last, I cried and was totally moved.

-Cinematography & Lighting

In terms of technique, we used underwater cinematography for the swimming scenes
and a significant amount of moving camera. We hope that the images of water and
movement will provide an allegory for pregnancy and Jessa’s struggle. Overall, we
are aiming for the film to be from the point of view of Jessa. The camera movement,
lighting, and tone should reflect her mood and perspective.
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POST PRODUCTION

-Editing & Exporting

Before starting editing, we looked through all the footages we have, picking out shots
we were satisfied with performance and camera movement, and then took notes,
marked the time code to prepare for editing. This work was very tedious and
time-consuming, but due to the low success rate of the underwater photography part
we have, it was particularly important to pick out good moments first. In addition, this
note was very helpful for later montage and inter-cut editing. Zach is the editor and
we worked together in the whole process of editing. Finally, the story telling rhythm
is quite different from the beginning version, but we are all happy with that. In the
whole process, the most difficult part is to control the narrative structure. We hoped
each scene has different developing pace since the tone of every scene is not the same.
For example, in the swimming practice scene, we spent a lot of time on it to create the
intense atmosphere. When we have the picture-locked version, we exported files for
color correction and sound mixing.

-Color Correction

Between SpeedGrade and DaVinci Resolve, finally we chose DaVinci Resolve.
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Comparing with SpeedGrade, DaVinci Resolve is more controllable and the visual
effect is much better. Also, exporting from SpeedGrade may cause random flicking
which is not controllable. The color correction process went very well. Before we
wrapped, we were hoping the color could be bright, low in saturation and contrast.
When we actually worked on color, we picked up short clips from each scene to do
the test. According of the camera filters we used on set and the influence of season,
we thus changed our mind to high contrast and moderate saturation, except the lead
actress’s dream part. We still kept it as low saturation and low contrast. Color
correction not only makes the picture more delicate, but also fixes problem. For
example, the swimming meet scene was shot on two different days with complete
different lighting. Our colorist found a happy middle point and matched the visual for
the continuity of the story.

-Sound Mixing

We spent much more time on sound mixing than we imagined. One reason is, at the
beginning, we were not familiar with Protools and had processed it slowly; the other
reason is that, we did have many problems with our audio files. In couple of scenes,
the volume was so low that we had to do the ADR. Then, we thought on set
performance was much better than ADR, so we went back to figure out how to fix the
volume problem. There were two scenes, which the ambience sound is too loud to
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hear the dialogue. We tried all sorts of ways and different software to decrease
background noise. In addition, we got final score very late. Basically, because sound
arranging took very long time, the mixing was a little bit rushed. But as far as I am
concerned, the sound is not too bad. It was the first time I completed sound mixing for
a short film; also compared with original sound, it turned out much better.

-Music Composing

The film is scored by Andrew Prahlow who is a professional composer working in LA.
We contacted with each other by email. After two drafts, we got the final version.
Credits music Worth Repeating is the work of Erin Lovett. She is Rachel’s friend, so
we can use this music for free.

-Title & Credits Design

These works are done by Sarah Foley, which is Rachel’s bigger sister. They are all
free. Final title and credits are made by Zhou Yi.

- Exporting
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Seemingly, it should be the most fun part of this film, but actually, it was one of the
most painful parts. From a different perspective, in the last 36 hours before
submission, I learned a lot. In short, when we put sound and color files back together,
they were out of sync. Even after we matched one part, gradually as the film playing,
it went out of sync again. Here are the reasons. First, all softwares have bugs, but the
influence is unable to be distinguished without professional tests; Second, when we
were shooting, the frame rate is 23.976, but the export file for color is 24; Third,
DaVinci Resolve can’t link the file with any change, such as slow motion or merged
images. So, the timeline was messed up in the bounced file; forth, when the frame rate
is 23.976, audio setting up is 16Bit and 48Hz, after importing sound file into Protools,
the setting up should be changed as 47.5Hz to guarantee sound and images are totally
sync. Generally, it is really hard to tell without tests. When all the above problems are
stacked together, it was a disaster. With the help of Motion Picture Science students,
we found the problem and concluded the best solution is transferring 24 frames rate
color file to 23.976; the rest we could was matching sound and images by our eyes
and ears.
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WORKING WITH COMMITTEE

In this part, I am more than happy to say TAHANKS AGAIN to all of my committee
members: Advisor Malcolm Spaull; Professor Peter Kiwitt and Anastasia Cerankosky.

Although the three professors are responsible for helping us to work out our thesis
film, but they never forced us to make any change. Usually, they gave professional
and sincere ideas. As for if we want to change, it was totally depended on our
decisions. As our advisor, Malcolm has almost met with us every week. We talked
about everything in this film; sometimes, we would be further discussed just because
of a very small scene or some details. We mentioned our own ideas and explained the
reason. For the whole story structure changing, basically, we were following
Malcolm’s suggestions.

As our committee member, Peter and Anastasia did all they could to help us. Most of
the time, they were helping us in details aspects, involving dialogue, art design and
make up. Anastasia even let us to use her house as our location for two scenes.
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THESIS SCREENING

My thesis film The Undertow was screened around 11pm on Sunday night, on that
day, SOFA screening started at 10 in the morning. So, I really appreciate my
professors, friends, classmates and other audiences who were willing to stay till the
end.

Maybe it was because I have seen this film so many times in the past year, I have lost
the ability to judge if this film is good enough. As I am concerned, every time
watching this film is a process of finding new problems constantly. At the screening,
it was the first time I stand from an audience perspective to watch the whole thing
again. All problems were amplified on the big screen. Some weakness I never noticed
before had become very obvious. For example, for sure, the credits is too long; in
some part the music can be tweaked; the title needs more details; color correction still
needs to be modified; some scenes should be cut more since the humor didn’t work
very well.

All feedbacks given by audiences are very positive and more encouraging, because of
that, I feel more confident about this film. A male audience said, he knew nothing
about abortion surgery before, but he felt very shocked after watching this film;
someone said her favorite scene was when the lead actor Jessa waiting outside of the
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operating room. It showed her that no matter what kind of disease; a human being has
to be brave to face it. The comment that gave me the biggest encouragement was that
one audience said, that he was fully convinced by the truth of the story. He felt every
detail was working and the digital technology element was not overused. He had
undergone a rebirth with the character. This made me feel more determined, that all
the time we put in to create and change the story was totally worthy.
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AFTERWORD

In this section, I would like to add some problems we had in the production process
but I forgot to mention in the earlier chapters. In the process of overcoming these
problems, I gained more experience. Sometimes, I made a joke about our film with
other crew; we said this film shouldn’t be called The Undertow, should be called
Second. In order to achieve the artistic imagination, we are not only reshot many
scenes, but also replaced the cinematographer and actors. About replacing the
cinematographer, I don’t want to over talking. Personally, no one making mistakes in
the shooting, we just have different tastes for camera movement. About
communicating with actors, I did get some experience this time.

The first actor we replaced was the actress who was playing Jessa. Besides that the
girl’s schedule was not working for our shoot, we did have quite different opinions on
acting. The actress who is major in theatre acting, so habitually, her actions and
expressions are very big. When she was showing on camera, she looked like over
acting. Obviously, we didn’t realize this problem in the audition. Also, at that time,
she was the best person we could find; we hadn’t shoot anything and it was already
two weeks later than we planed. So, we chose her. In audition, basically, actors just
sat there and read the script. There was no camera framing on her face, so we never
thought about that over acting would be a problem. We tried to fix this problem. We
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always spend a lot of time for rehearsal couple days before the shot. When the
rehearsal seemingly started to be helpful, the actress had to quite because of personal
reason. And then, we replaced the actress who was playing Sutton. When we met this
actress at first time, we all agreed that she was Sutton. The way she spoke and her
dressing, everything of her, showed that as if she was Sutton that walked out of the
script and came to in the front of us. The audition went very well and we decided to
use her in the audition. Everything was perfect until we began to shoot the first scene
of Sutton. Maybe because of less experience, the actress had very serious camera-shy
problem. Once the camera was rolling, her expression would become stiff; she began
to forget her lines and she even could not walk normally, but like a puppet. We didn’t
think we could help her with this problem in a short period of time, so we had to
replace her. At present, the solution I think might be helpful to avoid the above
situations is filming actors in the audition. Let them to get used to the camera. Also,
don’t sit and read lines all the time in audition. Do a little rehearsal with actors.
Maybe, in this process, some actors will be revealed more drawbacks.

Another thing is about that we changed the character setting of Ethan. Actually, in the
whole story, Rachel and I disputed for Ethan and Sutton a lot. From my perspective, I
really hate that Sutton is just a typical high school popular girl. Also, I don’t like Jessa
is pregnant just because of one-night stands. For me, this behavior is not matching
with her personality at all. I was hoping she felt hurt in a relationship, but also learned
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from the relationship. I wished that was not only about abortion, but also about how to
love a person. But in the end, I chose the concession. Here are the reasons. First,
requiring a 20-minute film to show such a big theme is unrealistic; second, in the
beginning, we made a very clear division of labor. Rachel wanted to dominate the
story. For me, working as a team, trusts, respects and the promises are the most
important things. So I chose to compromise. Also, the result proved that Rachel was
correct. Although the story is simple, it gives enough time to present to audience
slowly, as evaluations given by audiences; they think the story is believable.

In the production process, except for achieving more professional knowledge, my
personality also becomes more mature. I learned to be calm and brave in the face of
problems.
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APPENDIX

-Appendix 1: Original Treatment

TREATMENT
JESSA, 17, lies in her bed with music blaring loudly. Her eyes are closed. She turns
her head, biting her lip. It’s unsure whether she is in pain or engaging in something
sexual. The screen flashes between her in pleasure and her crying. It finally stops on
her crying. The camera moves out to reveal Jessa is surrounded by dozens of
pregnancy tests. They are mostly positive with little pink pluses. She closes her eyes
is suddenly transported to a horse ranch. Her and ETHAN, a handsome and goofy guy,
are riding horses. Ethan is trotting behind Jessa whose horse begins to poop. The two
loose it and start making poop jokes like 6th graders, but they are having the time of
their lives.

In her car on the way to a swim meet, Jessa is rocking out. Blaring some song and
singing at the top of her lungs, she gets hyped for the meet. At the pool, her coach,
RALF, 40s, an inappropriate but caring man, drills the team as if it is baseball - major
leagues. Jessa stoically approaches the edge of the pool and dives in. She throws
herself into swimming. She is fast, the fastest on the team by far. When she gets out
her coach screams about her breaking her personal record and how the recruiters will
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eat it up.

Jessa is at home in her bed. Her sister RHYE, a spunky 11 years old, comes in and
crawls into her bed with her. Rhye reveals that she knows Jessa is pregnant. Jessa
goes into panic mode, locking the door and making Rhye swear she won’t tell anyone,
and then she makes her explain how she knows. After her minor panic attack Jessa
begins unraveling. In her usual adult-like manner, Rhye talks her sister down and
helps her put her concerns into coherent thoughts.

Ethan lies on the ground. He dramatically screams that he wants to die. Jessa walks
into frame from Ethan’s point of view. It is then revealed that Ethan is laying on a
traffic crosswalk. He blocks the way of a little girl and her Mother. The little girl
happily walks over Ethan while her Mother looks to Jessa in annoyance. Jessa
explains that they just broke up. She watches the little girl skip away.

At the Horse Ranch where she works, Jessa is tending to one of the horses. A group of
girls in perfectly tailored jockey outfits and shiny hair come in. SUTTON, the Queen
Bee is having Jessa help her tighten the belt for her feet as she mounts the horse.
Sutton and a few other girls talk about their old friend in college at Yale who fell in
love with the pizza delivery boy and got pregnant. They make some jokes about going
from class to trash. The girls start to muse about why the girl had the baby. Sutton
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explains that she went to have an abortion at a clinic that does not care about you
telling your parents, but then realized that she really wanted to be a mother. The other
girls are unimpressed. Finally noticing Jessa’s presence, Sutton drops a few dollars
and says something about tipping the help. After the girls get back from their ride
Jessa boldly asks Sutton where the girl went to get it done. Sutton blows off her
question and claims that it’s none of her business.

Late one night Jessa is in bed and hears a knock on the window. Ethan is pathetically
waiting outside in the rain, which he is quick to complain about. She lets him inside
where he tells her that he wants her back. Jessa considers him, but is resistant. They
begin their inside jokes about horse poop and other things. Ethan brought over a few
beers over and asks Jessa if she wants to watch War Horse, one of her favorites.
Reminding him of coach’s rules: no booze, blunts, or babies, Jessa refuses. They fall
asleep together, but in the morning Jessa rushes him out and explains that it was a
mistake to let him stay.

In her literature class Jessa is absent minded, not paying attention to anything around
her. A few of her friends ask her if she is all right. Jessa makes a crass joke that she is
pregnant. Her friends laugh it off, but her teacher MARLA, notices the moment and
asks her to stay after class.
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Marla and Jessa sit in the empty book lined classroom. Marla tells Jessa that her most
recent essay on Sylvia Plath was riveting. When Jessa is unresponsive, Marla asks her
if she is doing okay. Jessa stares at the maps and posters on the walls and insists that
she is fine. Marla begins to talk about getting pregnant at a young age and how she
wishes she had had her baby. Jessa, confused at Marla’s bluntness, denies anything.
Marla insists that she will recommend Jessa for a writing scholarship. That way she
doesn’t have to rely on swimming.

At the stables Jessa is taking care of the horses with Sutton. The two are awkward
with one another and Sutton mostly watches Jessa work. Sutton asks why Jessa was
so curious about the clinic the other day. After some prodding, Jessa admits that she is
pregnant. Surprisingly, Sutton takes it upon herself to help. She begins gearing up to
go for a ride and throws a helmet to Jessa. She gestures to her stomach and Sutton
assures her it can only help at this point.

It is the final swim meet. There is a huge crowd, photographers, recruiters, the works.
Jessa and the other girls are lined up for the race. The buzzer goes off and everyone
dives in. They are all swimming rapidly. Jessa begins to have a fantasy about riding
on her favorite horse. The saddle on the horse begins to loosen and Jessa struggles to
stay on. Eventually, she falls off of the horse and grabs her stomach. Back in the pool,
Jessa accidently breaths water into her lungs and has to stop swimming to cough.
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After catching her breath, the buzzer and Jessa’s Coach confirm that she blew it.
Notre Dame won’t happen after that atrocity.

In the women’s dressing room Ethan is waiting with flowers. Jessa tries to shoo him
out of the room but he won’t budge. He applauds her on sticking it to the man by not
swimming. She catches an image of herself in the mirror and stares, touching her
belly. Everything around her is in slow motion as the girls file in.

After the celebration Jessa receives a call from Ethan. He dramatically tells her that he
is going to Africa after graduation. He claims that she has taught him that giving love
is more important than receiving it. Jessa begins to laugh like a madman, telling him
that him that he is crazy. Then she admits that at least he always knows what he wants
to do, she doesn’t even know what her dreams are anymore.

At the stables Jessa is caring for the horses, feeding them sugar cubes and brushing
them. She talks to them, saying that it is just her and them now. She takes out an
envelope and reopens the letter inside, it her acceptance with a full ride, from a
writing scholarship, to the University of Virginia. She makes a paper airplane out of
the document and tosses it into the wind.

At the clinic Jessa sits in the waiting room with her sister. Sutton is at the counter
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writing a check. Jessa’s name is called and she collects herself and goes in. We see
Jessa’s face as she lies on the chair, finally making a decision of her own.
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-Appendix 2: Final Script
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-Appendix 3: Breakdown Sheet (For Art Design)
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